On the basis of the results of magneto-optical studies and their comparison with the outcome of medical tests magneto-optical MOCB and tPSA serum markers of cancer/recovered patient are presented. Status of the cancer serum donor is recognized as presence of the laevorotatory optical active molecules of (−) ρ density in serum while status of the recovered donor is recognized as quantitative domination of the dextrorotatory (+) ρ molecules in serum. These molecular information carriers (−) ρ and (+) ρ are recorded by the magneto-optical circular birefringence MOCB effect in B 2 magnetic field. The laevo/dextrorotatory carriers are enantiomers in the case of (−) ρ = (+) ρ relations fulfilled for any individual cancer and the same recovered patient. The positive predictive value PPV of MOCB results is 100%.
Introduction
The experimental MOCB technique [1] applied for serum and enantiomers B 2 chirality investigation of ovarian cancer serum and the neat chiral tartaric acid were firstly published since 1997. The possibility of differentiation between the cancer and non-cancer states on the basis of the magneto-optical results has been tested [2] . The MOCB data collected suggest that the blood serum of cancer patient contains a stable bio-molecular structure. 
Experiment
The magneto-optical rotation α(B 2 ) induced by the B 2 field in the serum samples studied is described as:
2 L and L is the light path in the serum.
The serum samples have been irradiated with an argon laser beam having wave length λ = 488 nm, at T ≈ 295 K and the effective excitation volume of the serum was V eff = 15.7 mm 3 . Intensity of the magnetic field [3] acting on the serum sample was B = (15 − 30 T).
The experimental result of 
Discussion
The MOCB prostate cancer marker b (−) of patient's serum is carrying information on the density number of the magneto-optical active laevorotatory carriers ρ (+) ρ. During a successfully therapy the density numbers of (−) ρ and (+) ρ carriers in serum are changing and finally the effective relation (−) ρ (+) ρ, in serum of the recovering patient, is stabilized. That allowing to observe the dextrorotatory enantiomer in serum of the recovered patient status. Simply, the natural optical activity α exp of any serums contain: 
